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INTRODUCING NHSEBBRIDGE @ GRAVITAS

INITIATIVE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE STONY BROOK SCHOOL BRINGS ETHICS BOWL
PROGRAM TO NEW STATES, STUDENTS

7 October 2022 - CHAPEL HILL, NC / STONY BROOK, NY - A new partnership between the Parr Center
for Ethics and Gravitas: A Global Extension of the Stony Brook School will bring the Center’s
award-winning National High School Ethics Bowl (NHSEB) program to new areas of the country via
an innovative online-first competition structure, drawing on the successes of the NHSEBBridge
access initiative. Each year, the NHSEB brings together thousands of high school students from
across the United States to think, talk, and work together on some of the most complex and
controversial moral issues of our time.

This year, during NHSEB’s tenth anniversary season, NHSEBBridge @ Gravitas will bring together 8
first-year high school Ethics Bowl teams from places across the country where NHSEB Regional
Competitions do not yet exist. Teams of students who are enrolled in Gravitas’ online curricular
programs around the country will also participate. These first-year teams are invited to compete in a
new, borderless Regional Ethics Bowl administered by the Gravitas Program in collaboration with
NHSEB. Participating schools will be provided with a tailored experience for students and coaches
who are new to the activity—with the additional provision of training, orientation, and formative
feedback from experienced coaches and instructors from NHSEB and the Stony Brook School.

After both organizations spent two years designing and piloting innovative online offerings by
necessity during the COVID-19 pandemic, a partnership between NHSEB and the Stony Brook School
is uniquely positioned to deliver a unique experience in character education and deliberative
pedagogy to high school students who may not otherwise encounter it. NHSEB Director Alex
Richardson said: “The Stony Brook School has participated in the National High School Ethics Bowl
program since its earliest days, and we’re proud to partner with their Gravitas extension program
now to ensure that the transformative learning experiences provided by participation in the Ethics
Bowl are accessible to all kinds of students, whether they can get to an existing Regional
Competition or not.”

“Gravitas was created to make a Stony Brook education, one marked by a commitment to critical
thinking, civil discourse, global diversity, and intentional character formation available to students
who for a variety of reasons cannot access the resources of an elite boarding school. Ethics
Bowl-style learning is embedded throughout our program, and we are excited to join the
NHSEBBridge initiative to bring Ethics Bowl training to students regardless of location or access to
trained coaches,” said Gravitas Executive Director Sean Riley.

NHSEBBridge @ Gravitas will begin accepting teams by application in mid-October, and will prioritize
first-year teams from locations without NHSEB Regional Competitions. To learn more about the
National High School Ethics Bowl, please visit nhseb.unc.edu. To learn more about Gravitas, please
visit gravitas.sbs.org.
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###

ABOUT THE NHSEB

The National High School Ethics Bowl (NHSEB) promotes respectful, supportive, and rigorous
discussion of ethics among thousands of high school students nationwide. An Ethics Bowl differs
from a debate competition in that students are not assigned opposing views; rather, they defend
whichever position they think is correct, provide each other with constructive criticism, and win by
demonstrating that they have thought rigorously and systematically about the cases and engaged
respectfully and supportively with all participants. Data from NHSEB surveys shows that this event
teaches and promotes ethical awareness, critical thinking, civil discourse, civic engagement, and an
appreciation for multiple points of view. NHSEB’s goal is to do more than teach students how to
think through ethical issues: It is to teach students how to think through ethical issues together, as
fellow citizens in a complex moral and political community. For more information, visit
nhseb.unc.edu.
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